Key points•Interpretation of NITs of fibrosis in clinical practice requires consideration of physiologic variability, quality criteria, co-morbid and behavioural risk factors, liver disease aetiology, and applicability in the specific context of use.•There are no validated NIT thresholds for longitudinal assessment that correspond to histologic changes in fibrosis, for example to assess regression in advanced disease following antiviral therapy for viral hepatitis.•Current NITs are not able to diagnose NASH or determine the antifibrotic efficacy of emerging therapeutic approaches in NAFLD.

Introduction {#sec1}
============

Histologic assessment of liver disease has been a cornerstone of therapeutic decision making and prognostication in chronic liver disease (CLD) for decades. Liver biopsy is still the established standard for assessment of injury, inflammation, and fibrosis stage, although its role in CLD states, such as chronic hepatitis C (CHC), has been significantly diminished in recent years. The advent of non-invasive approaches for assessment of liver fibrosis, combined with the more recent evolution of simplified direct-acting antiviral (DAA) therapeutic regimens, has now essentially eliminated the need for liver biopsy to differentiate mild from significant (≥F2) disease prior to antiviral therapy for CHC. These non-invasive approaches for assessment of liver fibrosis include various biochemical serum markers, or imaging modalities that provide a physical measure of liver stiffness.[@bib1] There is now increased availability and greater acceptance of non-invasive tests (NITs) as an alternative to biopsy for diagnosis of advanced fibrosis and determination of prognosis in CLD. Current NITs certainly overcome the risks and sampling limitations associated with liver biopsy. However, as these tests become increasingly incorporated into routine clinical practice, there are diagnostic limitations that need to be considered when interpreting results.

Many of the existing serum biomarker panels and imaging tools were developed in relation to a cross-sectional, binary assessment of categorical histopathologic scores in CHC, and not to specifically reflect the variable and dynamic nature of liver fibrogenesis, or the underlying aetiology of CLD. As we consider how to best assess fibrosis progression or regression for antifibrotic therapeutic development without repeat tissue sampling, routinely available NITs do not yet provide sufficiently reliable and sensitive assessment of quantitative changes in fibrosis. Many of the available NITs for fibrosis were validated in viral hepatitis. There is emerging data on the use of NITs to diagnose liver fibrosis related to non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD), alcohol-related liver disease, autoimmune and cholestatic liver diseases. The diagnostic and prognostic role of NITs in other CLDs was reviewed in the EASL-ALEH Clinical Practice Guidelines.[@bib1] This article will highlight some of the diagnostic limitations of current serum and imaging NITs for fibrosis assessment in viral hepatitis, NAFLD and other CLDs and provide practical guidance on the main points to consider when applying NITs in clinical practice ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 1Guidance and consideration in using NIT for staging liver fibrosis.NIT, non-invasive test.

Liver biopsy {#sec2}
============

Hepatic fibrosis consists of the deposition of extracellular matrix components in highly stable and optically visible fibres within the liver parenchyma.[@bib2] Since histological examination allows for direct visualisation of the liver parenchyma, it is still considered as the reference tool for evaluation of fibrosis. Moreover, liver biopsy remains the only available technique to diagnose non-alcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH).[@bib3] Several semi-quantitative scoring systems have been proposed to stage liver fibrosis. The main classification systems in use for viral hepatitis and NAFLD include the METAVIR and the NASH Clinical Research Network systems ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}).[@bib4]^,^[@bib5] However, we need to acknowledge that the reference standard has inherent limitations that further reduce the accuracy of NITs.[@bib6]^,^[@bib7] Historically, liver biopsy was intended as a tool for differential diagnosis across different aetiologies of liver disease, rather than as a staging tool for liver fibrosis. Liver biopsy is also an invasive procedure that is costly, associated with morbidity and mortality, provides only a cross-sectional interpretation of a dynamic process, and is liable to sampling error due to heterogeneity in fibrosis distribution and interpretation.[@bib8]^,^[@bib9] Increasing the length of liver biopsy decreases the risk of such sampling error, and although a 25 mm biopsy length is considered an optimal specimen for an accurate evaluation of non-cirrhotic fibrosis stages, 15 mm with an adequate number of portal tracts has been considered sufficient in prior studies.[@bib10], [@bib11], [@bib12], [@bib13], [@bib14] Due to heterogeneity in the fibrosis pattern and distribution based on the aetiology, it is possible that the recommended lengths may also vary across CLDs. The diameter of the core should also be considered. A 16-gauge needle with inner diameter (1.2 mm) larger than a liver lobule (0.5-1 mm) is considered adequate.[@bib14] It is also important to consider the level of expertise of the pathologist, as there is less inter-observer variability between experienced pathologists when using semi-quantitative scoring systems to stage liver fibrosis in CLD.[@bib15], [@bib16], [@bib17] The misclassification of biopsy, with greater than 25% false negative/positive rates even for delineating broad overlapping fibrosis stages, is further exacerbated for intermediate (mild-moderate) stage disease. Biopsy has a U-shape accuracy for intermediate stages both due to an observer agreement variability that is worse between F2 and F1, and the relatively small difference in area of fibrosis between F2 and F1.[@bib18] To reduce sampling error and improve specimen quality, laparoscopic and multiple sampling approaches may yield a larger specimen size, but are associated with increased risk and cost.[@bib19]Table 1METAVIR and NASH CRN staging systems for liver fibrosis.METAVIRNASH CRNDegreeDescriptionDegreeDescription0None0None1Periportal fibrosis1 a\
1b\
1cMild (delicate) zone 3 perisinusoidal fibrosis\
Moderate (dense) zone 3 perisinusoidal fibrosis\
Portal/periportal fibrosis only2Periportal fibrosis with few bridges or septa2Zone 3 perisinusoidal fibrosis with portal/periportal fibrosis3Bridging fibrosis3Bridging fibrosis4Cirrhosis4Cirrhosis[^1]

Despite these limitations, the reference standard can provide useful additional information on fibrosis that is not utilised in routine histologic assessment but should be considered to assess the efficacy of antifibrotic approaches.[@bib20] In order to get more accuracy and objectivity for the quantification of fibrosis, pathologists have developed approaches based on image analysis, such as computerised or digital morphometry. However, even when using fully automated techniques, morphometry remains time-consuming and is not recommended for routine practice. A major advantage of morphometry is that it provides a finite quantitative scale (collagen proportionate area \[CPA\]) which is linear and more accurate than those determined by semi-quantitative scoring methods.[@bib12]^,^[@bib21] Morphometry has been readily adopted for clinical trials, but these studies have shown the non-linearity relationship between CPA and semi-quantitative stages of fibrosis, a further demonstration that fibrosis stage does not equate to "amount" of fibrosis.[@bib22]^,^[@bib23] Indeed, the CPA was developed to sub-classify patients with cirrhosis, rather than to provide a continuous measure of pre-cirrhotic fibrosis.[@bib24] Other refined approaches for fibrosis assessment in the context of antifibrotic efficacy, include spatial organisation of fibrosis using fractal geometry, assessment of *in situ* fibrillar collagen using non-linear optical microscopy and second-harmonic generation, or image-based quantitation of architectural parameters.[@bib25], [@bib26], [@bib27] These techniques are not readily available and have a limited role in routine clinical practice.

Non-invasive tools for liver fibrosis staging {#sec3}
=============================================

Serum biomarkers {#sec3.1}
----------------

Fibrogenesis is a dynamic process involving extracellular matrix synthesis and degradation. Fibrosis is regulated by host genetic factors, and involves complex cellular interactions occurring in a rich pro-fibrogenic microenvironment of inflammatory cytokines and adipokines, as well as angiogenic and neuroendocrine signals.[@bib20]^,^[@bib28] Host co-morbid factors such as the metabolic syndrome or alcohol provide further imbalance in the fibrogenic cascade. Serum biomarkers have the potential to reflect these dynamic changes, and thus the ability to assess matrix turnover earlier in the disease process. This could help to identify patients at risk of progressive fibrosis, allowing for earlier intervention or closer surveillance. Despite significant progress in our understanding of the pathobiology of fibrogenesis, none of the routinely available NITs have been validated as monitoring biomarkers, as extensive long-term longitudinal data are lacking. [Box 1](#tbox1){ref-type="boxed-text"} summarises the main criteria of an ideal marker of fibrosis. Many of the current serum biomarker algorithms adopted into the clinical setting include a combination of either "direct markers", that are mostly complex proteins derived from myofibroblasts and extracellular matrix remodelling, or "indirect markers" that are relatively simple biochemical tests which estimate disease severity. Of note, in the case of patented serum biomarkers, few studies have been conducted independently from the developers of these tests. Moreover, although an improvement in accuracy is observed with patented compared to simple markers, their widespread application remains limited by their cost and availability. Various other combinations of cytokines, chemokines, genetic polymorphisms, microRNAs, and post-translational modified glycoproteins have also been proposed as candidate biomarkers of fibrosis in CLD but have not yet been validated or made routinely available outside research laboratories.Box 1Ideal biomarkers of fibrosis in chronic liver disease.

Imaging elastography {#sec3.2}
--------------------

Over the past 15 years, a major advance in liver fibrosis staging has been the introduction of liver stiffness measurement (LSM) using ultrasound (US) or magnetic resonance (MR)-based techniques. Some of these devices have been readily adopted into clinical practice as point-of care tests to complement serum biomarkers of fibrosis and clinical assessment in CLD. Imaging elastography parameters are reported as m/s or kPa and vary depending on device-related technical factors such as shear wave frequency, signal acquisition, and software. At present, reported LSM thresholds cannot be compared across different elastography platforms. However, the Quantitative Imaging Biomarkers Alliance continues to develop and refine protocols and hardware/software standards for imaging elastography.

### Vibration-controlled transient elastography {#sec3.2.1}

Monodimensional US vibration-controlled transient elastography (VCTE, Echosens, Paris, France), was the first US-based technique to be introduced. VCTE is a rapid, safe, and reproducible procedure for LSM assessment that can be performed at the bedside with immediate results. This represents a true point-of-care LSM assessment and is the most widely used and validated technique for non-invasive imaging assessment of liver fibrosis. Quality measures are established for VCTE, and require at least 10 validated measurements and an interquartile range (IQR, that reflects variations among LSM) \<30% of the median value (IQR/LSM ≤30%).[@bib29] Interpretation of the LSM must be in the context of these quality metrics, and prior studies have shown that the highest accuracy for fibrosis staging is obtained with the more stringent IQR/LSM ≤10%. Around 15% of results may be unreliable, and failure to obtain any LSM occurs in ∼3% of patients, mostly due to obesity or operator inexperience (\<500 examinations).[@bib30]^,^[@bib31] VCTE results indicating IQR/LSM \>30% in conjunction with LSM ≥7.1 kPa are particularly unreliable.[@bib32] In routine clinical practice, LSM readings can still be obtained in most patients, and so quality measures are often overlooked. This important limitation is seldom appreciated by the requesting provider. VCTE may not be obtained in patients with a narrow intercostal space or ascites. Normal LSM range varies according to the population, as demonstrated in a healthy South Asian cohort with normal alanine aminotransferase (ALT) and an LSM range of 3.2--8.5 kPa, with higher LSM readings reported in underweight and obese patients.[@bib33]

VCTE XL probes generate lower LSM than M probes, and validated XL thresholds for fibrosis stage in viral hepatitis and NAFLD have not yet been established. VCTE accuracy decreases with body mass index (BMI) \>30, and the XL probe is still associated with unreliable LSM rates of 15--25% in non-Asian NAFLD cohorts.[@bib34]^,^[@bib35] Using M and XL probes for obese and non-obese patients with NAFLD yields comparable LSM and diagnostic performance.[@bib35] Besides obesity and operator inexperience, other important LSM confounders that are independent of fibrosis, include inflammation, cholestasis, congestion, food intake and portal vein thrombosis.[@bib36]^,^[@bib37] Elevation in ALT \>120 IU/L, or significant necro-inflammatory activity, confounds results by increasing LSM, and could place patients with F0-2 fibrosis into the "cirrhotic" LSM range.[@bib38] From a practical perspective, VCTE assessments are scheduled throughout the entire day, so a strict requirement for a 2--3 hour fasting period is often not feasible and is often overlooked for initial clinic visits and point-of-care testing. A 600 Kcal meal will increase LSM for 1--2 hours, and could place a patient with CHC and moderate-advanced fibrosis into the cirrhotic range.[@bib39] Alcohol excess, amyloidosis, or other co-morbid conditions that lead to hepatic congestion (right heart failure) or cholestasis will also significantly elevate LSM ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). VCTE should be performed by an experienced operator in fasting patients, considering ALT levels, BMI, alcohol intake, and other co-morbid states. LSM thresholds for significant fibrosis and cirrhosis have been validated for CHC but vary in chronic hepatitis B (CHB), HIV-HCV coinfection, and other CLDs. A recent technical review from the American Gastroenterology Association (AGA) was not able to provide a recommendation on an acceptable LSM threshold for the diagnosis of NAFLD cirrhosis.[@bib40] Simplifying VCTE thresholds, such as the proposed "rule of 5" for ruling-in or -out compensated advanced liver disease and progression to clinically significant portal hypertension, may provide a more practical application for routine clinical use.[@bib41]Table 2Limitations of current non-invasive serum and imaging tests.Type of limitationSerum biomarkersTransient elastography (VCTE)Shear wave elastographyMRETechnical limitationsNot Liver specificRequires training and experience for validated quality criteria\
No B-mode image and unable to select liver region of interestRequires dedicated US training\
Quality criteria not yet validated\
Unable to compare reported parameters of shear wave speed (range 0.5--4.4 m/s) or Young\'s modulus (2--150 kPa) between US devices, VCTE, or MRERequires specialised technician or radiologistDiscrimination of adjacent fibrosis stagesNoNoNoNoPerformance for intermediate fibrosis stagePoorOverlapping LSM rangeLimited dataOverlapping LSM rangeCost and availabilityPatented marker panels not readily available and costlyNot widely reimbursed\
Access concerns in resource limited practicesNot readily available outside specialised centresCostly\
Not available outside dedicated radiology centresFalse positivityHaemolysis, Gilbert\'s disease, cholestasis, immune thrombocytopenia, inflammation, age, exercise, non-fastingAcute hepatitis, inflammation, non-fasting, exercise, hepatic venous congestion, inflammation or infiltration, alcohol excess, cholestasis, steatosis, portal vein thrombosisLeft *vs.* Right hepatic lobe, acute hepatitis, hepatic inflammation or infiltration, non-fasting, exercise, right heart failure, extrahepatic cholestasis, breathing cycle (end-expiration *vs.* end-inspiration)Inflammation, cholestasis, hepatic venous congestion, postprandial state, and right heart failureFailureIndeterminate "grey zone" scores in 30-50% for simple markers (NFS, APRI, FIB-4)Higher failure rates than serum tests: operator inexperience, narrow intercostal space, body habitus, ascitesHigher failure rates than serum tests: BMI, tissue depth \>2--3 cm below skin surfaceHigher failure than serum tests: waist circumference/BMI, claustrophobia, iron deposition, massive ascites, higher field strength (3 T *vs.* 1.5 T)ThresholdsVariable for simple markers across aetiologiesVariable across aetiologiesNot validated across aetiologiesVary between gradient-recalled echo *vs.* echo planar imaging, 2D *vs.* 3D acquisition, 40 *vs.* 60 Hz, and across aetiologiesDifferentiation between simple steatosis and NASHNoNoNoNoFollow-up of dynamic fibrosis changesNoNoNoNo[^2]

### Shear wave elastography {#sec3.2.2}

Several other US-based elastography techniques based on strain ("static") or shear wave ("dynamic") imaging have been incorporated into US devices. Static imaging elastography appears to have limited utility for diagnosis of liver fibrosis due to i) the need for operator-dependent manual application of stress to induce deformation in liver tissue, and ii) physiologic motion artefact, resulting in significant variability in the reported parameters. Acoustic radiation force impulse refers to the use of ultrasonic compression pulses to generate shear waves; it is incorporated into point shear wave elastography (pSWE) devices such as Virtual Touch^TM^ Tissue Quantification (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) or ElastPQ^TM^, (EPIQ7 ultrasound system, Philips Healthcare, Bothell, WA, USA), amongst others. Several devices incorporating 2-D ShearWave Elastography are now available (Aixplorer®, Supersonic Imagine, Aix-en-Provence, France; LOGIQ E9 ShearWave Elastography, GE Healthcare, WI, USA; ElastQ, Phillips Healthcare, Netherlands; Aplio 500 i-series, Canon Medical Systems, Japan) amongst others.[@bib42] These devices are being increasingly adopted into practice as B-mode visualisation provides an advantage over VCTE. However, there is a lack of uniformity in commercial system design, variability in shear wave frequency, sampling rates, and other technical parameters that limit the comparison of LSM across manufacturer systems. In general, compared to other NITs, there is less data regarding the diagnostic utility of SWE for CLD. Quality criteria for SWE are not as established as VCTE, and many of the confounding factors that elevate VCTE LSM also influence SWE.[@bib1] Additional physiologic factors such as physical exertion, transmitted cardiac impulses, and breathing cycle must be considered ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). Other limitations include the narrow range of values (0.5--4.4 m/s) for pSWE, which limits the ability to define strict thresholds for fibrosis stage and variation in the region of interest chosen by the operator. In addition, compared to VCTE, greater technical and anatomical expertise are required, limiting applicability to dedicated centres.[@bib43]

### Magnetic resonance elastography {#sec3.2.3}

Magnetic resonance elastography (MRE) incorporates a modified phase-contrast method to image the micron-level displacements associated with mechanical generated shear wave propagation. In contrast to US elastography, quality metrics are established across platforms.[@bib44] Limitations include cost and availability, along with patient-dependent factors such as presence of magnetically susceptible implants, compliance with breath-hold, and claustrophobia. Iron overload, higher BMI, and significant ascites are also associated with technical failure ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}).[@bib45] Diagnostic MRE thresholds for fibrosis stage vary between studies, and optimal liver stiffness thresholds derived from meta-analyses of mostly retrospective data, with different histologic scoring systems, require further validation.[@bib46]

Aetiology-specific considerations and limitations of NITs {#sec4}
=========================================================

Chronic hepatitis C {#sec4.1}
-------------------

Several of the currently available serum fibrosis marker panels were initially developed in CHC cohorts to guide interferon (IFN)-based therapy.[@bib47], [@bib48], [@bib49], [@bib50], [@bib51] Other marker panels included a mixed CLD population but algorithms were also adopted for CHC.[@bib52]^,^[@bib53] Improving the diagnostic role of biomarkers of fibrosis has included Standards for Reporting of Diagnostic Accuracy Studies (STARD),[@bib54] and recommendations on statistical methods to account for "spectrum bias" between the study and reference population, quality measures to reduce observer and sampling variability, and using combined imaging or sequential algorithms for improved reliability.[@bib55]

The most widely validated serum fibrosis marker in CLD is the FibroTest (FT, BioPredictive, Paris, France; HCV FibroSURE, Labcorp, Burlington, NC).[@bib47] Potential false results for FT and other marker algorithms which utilise bilirubin (HepaScore, PathWest, UWA, Australia) may also be associated with falsely elevated results in the presence of haemolysis, Gilbert\'s syndrome or cholestasis ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). Other patented and non-patented algorithms incorporating aminotransferases (aspartate aminotransferase \[AST\] to platelet ratio index \[APRI\], FibroMeter \[Echosens, Paris, France\], Forns Index, fibrosis- 4 \[FIB-4\]) may be falsely positive in acute hepatitis. Hyaluronic acid levels may be influenced by age[@bib56] or postprandial state.[@bib57] HIV coinfection may result in thrombocytopenia, or drug-induced elevations in bilirubin or gamma-glutamyltransferase, which can also affect the diagnostic accuracy of serum marker panels. Chronic or systemic inflammatory states may produce false positive results in marker algorithms that incorporate acute phase reactants, such as hyaluronic acid, α-2 macroglobulin, platelets, N-terminal pro-collagen peptide, gamma globulin (including Enhanced Liver Fibrosis Score \[ELF\] (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany), FT, Hepascore, Fibroindex, FibroSpect II (Prometheus Labs. Inc., San Diego, CA), FibroMeter).

Simple, cheap and readily available algorithms such as APRI or FIB-4 are associated with "indeterminate" range scores in 30--50% of patients, representing a significant limitation and requirement for secondary diagnostic tests. A prior systematic review of 10 different simple and complex biomarker panels concluded that clinically relevant predictive values (positive predictive value ≥90% and negative predictive value ≥95%) for significant fibrosis could be obtained for only 35% of patients with CHC.[@bib58] Even under ideal performance parameters of 0.9 for biopsy sensitivity and specificity, and disease prevalence of 40%, a perfect marker would not exceed an area under the curve (AUC) of 0.9 for stage ≥F2.[@bib6]

In a landmark virtual biopsy study, biopsy performance was noted to be lower for intermediate stages, and length \>25 mm did not significantly increase accuracy for METAVIR staging.[@bib8] This represents an inherent limitation of biomarker studies and, as a result, non-invasive markers often misclassify patients with intermediate stages of fibrosis.[@bib59] In an attempt to overcome the diagnostic limitations of existing serum markers, that were developed to reflect a broad spectrum of injury across F2-F4, a study in \>800 patients with CHC evaluated a customised multiplex array platform of 37 candidate serum biomarkers for adjacent stage differentiation. However, their diagnostic performance for differentiating adjacent METAVIR stages was comparable to FT, with only a modest AUC range of 0.51--0.72.[@bib60] In general, the diagnostic performance of serum markers is better for cirrhosis than significant fibrosis in CHC.[@bib1]^,^[@bib61] This observation may be of relevance in the era of DAA treatment. DAA therapies with high efficacy are now available for CHC, and accurate fibrosis staging prior to treatment is less clinically relevant than detection of bridging fibrosis or cirrhosis, which can guide continued post-treatment surveillance. However, pre-treatment staging of liver fibrosis remains pivotal for identification of patients with liver cirrhosis, who require screening for hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) and oesophageal varices. Moreover, given the significant HCV-associated disease burden in many countries such as the United States, there is a continued need for NITs that can monitor fibrosis progression in patients that are still awaiting[@bib62] or have been declined treatment.[@bib63] Many patients with advanced disease that have been treated remain at risk of disease progression from co-morbid, metabolic, and behavioural factors following sustained virologic response (SVR).[@bib64] Although compensated cirrhosis may regress to an earlier fibrosis stage following antiviral therapy,[@bib65] stellate cell activation, portal inflammation, and sinusoidal capillarisation may persist for several years following SVR.[@bib66] Serum biomarker scores may decline following SVR,[@bib67], [@bib68], [@bib69], [@bib70] indicating that these indices may be influenced by biochemical responses following antiviral therapy. However, very few studies have assessed both histology and biomarkers following SVR.[@bib71] In the DAA era, biopsies for CHC have become obsolete, and there is a greater dependence on NITs both pre-and post-treatment to determine fibrosis stage. Proposed NIT algorithms for post-SVR monitoring of patients with CHC have not been validated for clinical outcomes.[@bib72] Routine use of NITs after SVR in patients with advanced disease is associated with a high false negative rate, and there is no consensus on the degree of improvement in non-invasive thresholds that would constitute a clinically relevant change in prognosis, or one that correlates with fibrosis regression[@bib1] ([Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}).Table 3Special considerations when using NITs to diagnosis fibrosis by aetiology of CLD.Hepatitis CHepatitis BNAFLDAlcohol-related liver diseaseCholestatic and autoimmune liver diseases**Validation**VCTE +++\
Indirect markers +++\
Direct markers +VCTE ++\
Indirect markers ++\
Direct markers +VCTE ++\
Indirect markers +++\
Direct markers +VCTE ++\
Indirect markers +\
Direct markers +VCTE +\
Indirect markers +\
Direct markers +**Cut-off**≥F2\
F4≥F2\
F4≥F3\
F4≥F2\
F4≥F2\
F4**Applicability**Cautious interpretation of VCTE post-SVRRisk of false positivity of VCTE with ALT flaresReduced VCTE reliability at higher BMIAdjust VCTE cut-off according to AST and bilirubin and cautious interpretation after alcohol withdrawalPotential risk of VCTE false positivity with cholestasis and significant transaminitis**Clinical relevance**Identification of cirrhosis pre-treatment to start screening for HCC and oesophageal varicesIdentification of cirrhosis to start screening for HCC (for patients not already falling in high risk categories independently of fibrosis stage), and oesophageal varices; Identification of significant liver fibrosis, as guidance for antiviral treatment together with ALT and HBV DNAIdentification of cirrhosis to start screening for HCC and oesophageal varices\
Identification of significant liver fibrosis as guidance for antifibrotic treatment (currently available only in context of clinical trials)Identification of cirrhosis to start screening for HCC and oesophageal varicesIdentification of cirrhosis to start screening for HCC and oesophageal varices[^3]

Elastography techniques have mostly been validated in the context of CHC. Several thresholds have been proposed to identify patients with stage \>F2 fibrosis and with F4. As for the serum-based marker panels, imaging elastography is also unable to reliably differentiate between adjacent fibrosis stages, and there is considerable overlap in LSM for intermediate stage disease. Differing VCTE devices (FS402 and FS502) may provide discordant results for stage F2-3 in CHC and should be considered for follow-up LSM assessments.[@bib73]

For patients with CHC, an important clinical consideration in the current DAA era is the role of imaging elastography following SVR. Routine use of NITs either alone or in combination is not recommended in non-cirrhotic patients during therapy or after achieving SVR.[@bib1] Prior studies have indicated VCTE may improve following CHC antiviral therapy, and this likely relates to the associated early biochemical response.[@bib68]^,^[@bib74]^,^[@bib75] Longer duration follow-up at 3 years is required to assess favourable changes in LSM.[@bib76] Based on very limited evidence, the technical review on VCTE by AGA suggested that low-risk patients without metabolic comorbidities, history of alcohol excess, or HBV-HIV coinfection, and with a post-SVR VCTE of ≤9.5 kPa may be considered for discharge from a dedicated liver clinic.[@bib40] Other proposed algorithms for following patients with CHC after DAA therapy have not been validated against clinical outcomes or liver biopsy.[@bib77] However, in patients with advanced fibrosis, post-SVR VCTE thresholds that predict low risk of clinical outcomes or regression of cirrhosis, have not been established. A prior paired-biopsy study in 33 patients with CHC, with cirrhosis treated with IFN-based therapy, indicated that VCTE had a sensitivity of 61% and specificity of 95% at LSM \<12 kPa for detecting stage F4 at ∼5 years post-SVR.[@bib78] Thus, VCTE appears to have poor clinical utility as a screening tool to assess cirrhosis regression following SVR. Furthermore, there is no guidance on the optimal timing of repeated VCTE assessments post-SVR to assess regression from advanced fibrosis. At present, patients with pre-treatment liver cirrhosis should continue surveillance for HCC indefinitely, even if NITs no longer suggest the presence of cirrhosis. Compared to the IFN-based treatment era, patients with CHC and decompensated disease are now eligible for DAA therapy. Associating post-SVR fibrosis regression with changes in VCTE or other NITs in patients with advanced fibrotic injury becomes more challenging and less clinically relevant than assessing changes in liver-related outcomes.

Regarding surveillance for varices, Baveno VI recommendations state that patients with CHC, with LSM \<20 kPa and platelet count\>150,000, may safely forego endoscopic screening for oesophageal varices. These patients can be followed by yearly repetition of VCTE and platelet count.[@bib79] However, as is the case for HCC surveillance, a decline in LSM post-SVR should not prevent the clinician from continued surveillance endoscopy based on pre-treatment liver cirrhosis.

Chronic hepatitis B {#sec4.2}
-------------------

Serum markers of fibrosis have not been widely adopted for chronic hepatitis B (CHB) infection, as management decisions for CHB consider not only disease severity, but also HBV DNA, liver aminotransferases, and HBV e-antigen status, among other variables.[@bib80] Variable natural history, immune activity, and inflammatory flares will influence the reliability of current NITs.[@bib81] An independent meta-analysis of 16 studies in CHB concluded that FT was suboptimal for identifying significant fibrosis.[@bib82] Simple serum markers require further validation in patients with CHB and significant fibrosis in inactive or immune tolerant states.[@bib83] Antiviral therapy in CHB results in viral suppression and fibrosis regression, including the reversal of cirrhosis.[@bib84]^,^[@bib85] Despite the low cost, ease of interpretation, and access advantages in resource limited settings, simple markers such as APRI and FIB-4 have limited diagnostic accuracy for moderate-advanced stage disease in CHB and do not reflect changes in fibrosis. These indices were evaluated in a cohort of 575 patients with CHB enrolled in a clinical registration trial. At baseline, 113/139 (81%) patients with cirrhosis had an APRI score ≤2 and 173/195 (89%) patients with advanced fibrosis had a FIB-4 score ≤3.25. APRI and FIB-4 did not correlate with histologic fibrosis regression observed at 5 years.[@bib86] Other serum markers that incorporate liver aminotransferases or acute phase reactants are also likely to be associated with false negatives following antiviral therapy, and other non-invasive tools such as imaging elastography have been proposed for risk assessment and management in CHB.[@bib1]^,^[@bib87] For CHB, VCTE thresholds for significant fibrosis stages (F2-F4) are variable and may be lower than CHC, particularly for the diagnosis of liver cirrhosis.[@bib88] Liver inflammation during a viral flare or reactivation will result in higher VCTE LSM.[@bib89]^,^[@bib90] In patients with CHB and cirrhosis, LSM improves with continued antiviral therapy.[@bib91] The prognostic role of VCTE in CHB is established.[@bib92] However, the correlation between changes in VCTE and improved histology after antiviral therapy or following disease progression have not yet been determined, nor has the ability of VCTE to predict liver-related outcomes in patients with inactive CHB. There is limited data on the utility of other elastography methods for the diagnosis and prognostication of CHB-related fibrosis.[@bib1]

Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease {#sec4.3}
---------------------------------

Several patented and non-patented combined serum biomarker and clinical models have been developed to predict advanced fibrosis in NAFLD. Many of these were developed in CHC and thresholds have been modified and adapted for NAFLD-related advanced fibrosis.[@bib93] The NAFLD fibrosis score (NFS) and FIB-4 score are the most widely validated of these non-proprietary tests, and due to the use of simple tests and the availability of free online calculators, they are regarded as clinically useful tools for identifying patients at a higher risk of advanced fibrosis.[@bib94] However, these tests are associated with "indeterminate" range scores in at least 30% of cases.[@bib95]^,^[@bib96] NFS and FIB-4 have reduced specificity in older patients, and new thresholds for patients aged ≥65 years have been proposed.[@bib97] These tests were developed in cohorts with a higher prevalence of advanced fibrosis and not as screening tools. Therefore, they require the use of sequential diagnostic tests with higher specificity for detecting advanced fibrosis in non-tertiary centre populations. Several algorithms for NAFLD risk stratification have been proposed based on blood markers alone, or in combination with imaging elastography, but they require further validation.[@bib93]^,^[@bib96] Patented serum markers for NAFLD (FibroMax, BioPredictive, Paris, France; ELF, FibroMeter) are not as easily available or as cost-effective as NFS or FIB-4, and their diagnostic utility in identifying patients with advanced fibrosis who have discordant scores from the first-line indirect serum (or imaging elastography) tests requires validation. There may also be variable diagnostic performance for proprietary markers between diabetic and non-diabetic cohorts,[@bib98] and potential ethnic differences that influence test accuracy need to be resolved.[@bib99] While the incorporation of newer biomarkers such as N-terminal type III collagen propeptide (Pro-C3) may improve the accuracy of biomarker panels,[@bib100] cost and availability issues will limit their routine clinical use for now.

Emerging functional genomic technologies have been applied to develop more accurate blood-based biomarkers for NASH.[@bib96] However, validating these complex and expensive methodologies for a heterogenous disease state such as NAFLD has been difficult, limiting their clinical application to date. For example, protein-profiling technologies have identified glycoproteins and other post-translational peptides as markers of NASH,[@bib101]^,^[@bib102] and metabolomic-profiling technologies have identified additional lipid metabolites as potential biomarkers of NASH.[@bib103], [@bib104], [@bib105] Recent algorithms have also incorporated the patatin-like phospholipase domain-containing protein 3 (*PNPLA3*) I148 M, rs738409 polymorphism into predictive models for NASH.[@bib106] This single nucleotide polymorphism is strongly associated with more hepatic fat deposition and fibrosis, with recent data linking it with a higher risk of liver-related events and death in patients with NAFLD.[@bib107] Other approaches using plasma DNA methylation,[@bib108] modified single-nucleotide aptamer-based assays,[@bib109] circulating microRNA,[@bib110] and gut microbiome metagenomic profiling, are examples of the wealth of promising data that is generated by technological advances,[@bib111] but also highlight the need for further studies to validate these candidate NASH biomarkers. There will be issues regarding cost, reproducibility, and high-throughput capability. Importantly, NASH encompasses a spectrum of histologic injury that includes steatosis, lobular inflammation, hepatocyte clarification/ballooning and fibrotic injury.[@bib112] None of these technologies have yet identified a marker that consistently provides an accurate diagnosis to reflect these histologic features of NASH.

Biomarkers have an increasingly important role as endpoints to support drug approval in clinical trials targeting advanced fibrosis and NASH.[@bib113] These potential "surrogate" biomarkers will have to reflect changes in the risk of fibrosis progression and in clinically meaningful endpoints. Based on a meta-analysis of paired biopsy data in a relatively small number of patients, on average it took 14.3 years and 7.1 years for fibrosis to progress by 1-stage in patients with simple steatosis and NASH, respectively.[@bib114] Fibrosis stage may improve in around 20% of patients over this period and worsen more rapidly in a similar proportion. Recent longitudinal data from the NASH Clinical Research Network indicated that simple markers had modest AUCs for the prediction of fibrosis progression (0.66 \[for NFS\], 0.70 \[APRI\], and 0.73 \[FIB-4\]) in 292 patients with paired biopsies over a median period of 2.6 years. Model scores adjusted for baseline fibrosis stage were associated with progression of fibrosis, but not regression.[@bib115] The prevalence of significant fibrosis (F2-F4) was ∼50% in this study. It remains to be determined whether these simple NITs, or combinations with imaging elastography, can be used to monitor fibrosis progression in lower prevalence settings. Phase II and III NAFLD clinical trials have incorporated several biomarkers such as ELF, Pro-C3, FT amongst other discovery initiatives. A recent phase IIb study of simtuzumab for stage 3 and 4 NASH was stopped at 96 weeks because of primary non-efficacy in histologic endpoints, compared to placebo. There was improvement in histologic fibrosis by 1-stage in ∼20% of stage 3 patients and ∼10% with baseline cirrhosis. Progression to cirrhosis was observed in ∼20% at 96 weeks across the treatment groups. However, despite these histologic changes, no significant differences were observed between the simtuzumab and placebo groups through week 96 in liver biochemistry, ELF score, FT, or NFS.[@bib116] In a recent 12-week clinical trial of NGM282 (a fibroblast growth factor 19 analogue) in 43 patients with NAFLD, significant reductions in pro-C3 and ELF, but not ALT, were observed in patients with histologic response compared to non-responders.[@bib117] Fibrosis biomarker panels that incorporate liver aminotransferases and acute phase reactants will need to be interpreted with caution, as therapies may improve necroinflammation but not fibrosis over a relatively short study duration.[@bib118] Further data from ongoing NASH clinical trials, with repeat tissue sampling and incorporation of NITs of function (HepQuant, Greenwood Village, CO),[@bib119] will provide more information on whether these biomarkers accurately reflect changes in histology or clinical endpoints following therapeutic interventions.

Recently, imaging elastography and other MR-based quantitative assessments of steatosis, including controlled attenuation parameter (CAP) and MRI-estimated proton density fat fraction (MRI-PDFF), were reviewed in patients with NASH.[@bib93] CAP thresholds are associated with overlap between grade 2 and 3 steatosis, influenced by metabolic factors such as type II diabetes mellitus and BMI, and potential differences between M and XL probe values need to be resolved. Although change in steatosis is not a clinical endpoint in phase III studies, CAP is unlikely to be as useful in following change in steatosis as MRI-PDFF or ^1^H-magnetic resonance spectroscopy (^1^H-MRS), although there may be uncertainty in the diagnostic accuracy of these MR-based techniques for detection of steatosis in advanced fibrosis.[@bib120], [@bib121], [@bib122] Of note, the measure of CAP can be useful in correcting the VCTE LSM thresholds in order to reduce the risk of overestimation of fibrosis stage induced by hepatic steatosis.[@bib123]

None of the available imaging methods can reliably differentiate the transition from simple steatosis to NASH. For advanced fibrosis (F3-F4), optimal VCTE LSM thresholds for M or XL probes have not been defined, as NAFLD studies independent of clinical trials have been conducted in small heterogeneous cohorts with variable prevalence of advanced fibrosis, and using differing histologic scoring systems.[@bib124] The AGA technical review on elastography was not able to provide a pooled estimate for VCTE LSM that could accurately diagnose cirrhosis.[@bib40] Subsequently, a recent multicentre study from the United Kingdom evaluating VCTE using M or XL probes in 373 patients with NAFLD noted optimal thresholds for advanced fibrosis and cirrhosis of 9.7 kPa and 13.6 kPa, respectively.[@bib125] However, baseline data from a recent phase III clinical trial for NAFLD F3-4 with available VCTE in \>1,700 patients, reported a median LSM of 16.5 kPa in their cohort, with an optimal upper LSM threshold of 11.4 kPa to rule-in F3-F4. Although this was a high F3-F4 prevalence cohort by selection, there was no single threshold for their serum and imaging NITs that could balance optimal sensitivity and specificity.[@bib126] VCTE thresholds for advanced fibrosis will need to be validated in other NAFLD clinical trials performed in diabetic and multi-ethnic cohorts. Similar studies are also required to determine the diagnostic utility of SWE in advanced NAFLD.

There is increasing data regarding the validity of MRE compared to VCTE and US elastography for the diagnosis of advanced fibrosis in patients with NAFLD.[@bib93] Similar to VCTE limitations, MRE thresholds also vary across study cohorts and optimal values derived from pooled data require further validation in non-tertiary centres and multi-ethnic cohorts.[@bib127] Phase II clinical trials in NAFLD have readily adopted MRE and MRI-PDFF outcomes such as ≥30% reductions in PDFF as surrogates of favourable changes in NASH histology.[@bib128] In a phase II study of NAFLD stage F2-F3, a 1-stage improvement in fibrosis at 24 weeks was observed in 21/62 patients that received selonsertib (a selective inhibitor of apoptosis signal-regulating kinase 1).[@bib129] However, there were no significant corresponding changes in VCTE or MRE, and the optimal threshold to predict improvement in NASH was a relative reduction in MRI-PDFF of 25% with a modest AUC of 0.70.[@bib130] Until further data from larger clinical cohorts are available, there are no established absolute or relative changes in MRI-PDFF, US elastography, or MRE that correspond to clinical outcomes, improvement or worsening of NASH or fibrosis stage on biopsy. Defining changes in NITs in the context of therapeutic development remains a challenge.[@bib118]

Alcohol-related liver disease {#sec4.4}
-----------------------------

Several studies have investigated the performance of NITs in patients with alcohol-related liver disease. The most validated NITs in alcohol-related liver disease include FT, APRI, FIB-4, ELF and VCTE. Reported cut-offs are similar to those used in CHC, with specificity ranging from 72% to 98% for the detection of F2-F4 fibrosis and from 71% to 94% for the detection of cirrhosis. VCTE has been shown to be superior to serum markers. However, the cut-off value for liver cirrhosis varies significantly across studies, ranging from 11.5 to 25.8 kPa.[@bib131] A recent meta-analysis of VCTE based on individual patient data included 10 studies comprising 1,026 patients.[@bib132] AST and bilirubin concentrations had a significant effect on LSM, with higher concentrations associated with higher stiffness values. As such, the meta-analysis concluded that in alcohol-related liver disease, VCTE assessments of liver fibrosis should consider AST and bilirubin concentrations by using specifically adjusted liver stiffness cut-offs. As LSM encompasses the sum of all pathological features of alcohol-related liver disease, including inflammation, ballooning and fibrosis, this parameter also improves soon after alcohol withdrawal.[@bib131] LSM is influenced by changes in biochemical activity following alcohol withdrawal, as evidenced by improving LSM with declining AST.[@bib133]^,^[@bib134] Potential differences in LSM based on ambulatory clinic *vs.* inpatient cohorts need to be further defined,[@bib135] and LSM should be interpreted carefully in patients with liver cirrhosis to account for these variables ([Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}).

Cholestatic and autoimmune liver diseases {#sec4.5}
-----------------------------------------

A few studies have assessed NITs in cholestatic liver disease, particularly primary biliary cholangitis. To date, VCTE is the best NIT for performance, data robustness, validation status, and prognostic relevance, followed by APRI, ELF, and hyaluronic acid, without marked differences among the latter 3 markers. In primary biliary cholangitis, as with other fibrosis indices, LSM by VCTE exhibits a non-linear relationship with fibrosis stage, explaining better performance for extreme ends compared to intermediate stages of the fibrosis spectrum.[@bib136] There are fewer studies on NITs in primary sclerosing cholangitis. Thus far, VCTE is the most widely validated assessment, even in terms of correlation with clinical outcomes. In primary sclerosing cholangitis, special attention should be paid to patients with jaundice to exclude biliary obstruction by dominant strictures of major bile ducts before performing VCTE. Indeed, obstructive cholestasis is known to significantly impact LSM, irrespective of liver fibrosis.[@bib136]^,^[@bib137] In autoimmune hepatitis (AIH), a recent meta-analysis including 16 studies with 861 patients demonstrated that VCTE may perform better than simple serum markers, including APRI and FIB-4.[@bib138] A retrospective study of 108 patients with AIH suggested that, in contrast to CHB, neither ALT levels nor hepatic inflammation affect the accuracy of LSM in the detection of fibrosis.[@bib139] However, it is likely that significant AIH-associated inflammation would influence LSM, as complete biochemical remission is associated with a decline in LSM.[@bib140] Thus, as with alcohol-related liver disease, liver aminotransferases should also be considered during interpretation of LSM in patients with AIH.

Combination algorithms {#sec5}
======================

Given the limitations and variability of NITs, several studies have proposed combining them in diagnostic algorithms. Sequential and synchronous combinations of tests, including FT, APRI, FibroMeter and HepaScore have been proposed, with resulting diagnostic accuracy over 90% for both significant liver fibrosis (F2-F4) and cirrhosis.[@bib141]^,^[@bib142] Recent guidelines suggest that the combination of 2 unrelated NITs may provide better accuracy and may overcome some of the limitations of a single test. The EASL-ALEH Clinical Practice Guidelines propose combining VCTE with serum biomarkers in CHC as this approach is the most widely validated.[@bib1] When VCTE and serum biomarker results are in concordance, the diagnostic accuracy for significant fibrosis, but not for cirrhosis, is increased. In cases of unexplained discordance, a liver biopsy should be performed if the results would change patient management. In CHB, VCTE is better at predicting advanced liver fibrosis and cirrhosis than serum markers.[@bib1] The diagnostic benefit of combining TE with a serum biomarker for fibrosis evaluation has not been established. In recent years, the sequential use of markers and risk stratification tools have been tested to improve referral pathways in NAFLD. In a prospective cohort study, Srivastava and colleagues evaluated a pathway for the management of patients with NAFLD, aimed at improving the detection of cases of advanced fibrosis and cirrhosis and avoiding unnecessary referrals to secondary care. Over 3,000 patients entered the pathway, based on the sequential use of FIB-4 and ELF, which reduced unnecessary referrals from primary care to secondary care by 81%.[@bib143] Along the same lines, Davyduke and colleagues proposed a "FIB-4 first" strategy on a VCTE-based pathway for 597 patients with suspected NAFLD referred from primary care. This staged risk-stratification model using FIB-4 and VCTE could obviate the need for up to 87% of further assessments.[@bib144] Combining at-risk clinical characteristics (hazardous alcohol intake, elevated ALT, metabolic risk factors) with serum markers and VCTE in primary care programmes yielded many more diagnoses of advanced liver disease in patients with alcohol-related liver disease or NAFLD.[@bib145]^,^[@bib146] These combined approaches are important, but require validation based on disease aetiology, ethnicity and prevalence, as well as consideration of regional socioeconomic limitations due to differing healthcare payor systems, access to US elastography, and specialist care.

Conclusion {#sec6}
==========

Liver fibrosis staging is a vital part of the clinical management of CLD of any aetiology. Various NITs and their use in combination may help guide clinical decision making, reduce the number of specialistic referrals from primary care, and obviate the need for a significant number of invasive biopsy procedures. However, current NITs have several limitations, such as a lack of discrimination of NASH *vs.* simple steatosis, a lack of validation for longitudinal assessment and for fibrosis regression following therapeutic interventions (antiviral therapy in viral hepatitis). Knowledge of pitfalls intrinsic to NITs, particularly risk factors for false results, is of paramount importance for appropriate interpretation in clinical practice.
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[^1]: NASH, non-alcoholic steatohepatitis.

[^2]: APRI, AST-platelet ratio index; AST, aspartate aminotransferase; BMI, body mass index; CLD, chronic liver disease; FIB-4, fibrosis-4; LSM, liver stiffness measurement; MRE, Magnetic resonance elastography; NAFLD, non-alcoholic fatty liver disease; NFS, NAFLD fibrosis score; US, ultrasound; VCTE, vibration-controlled transient elastography.

[^3]: ALT, alanine aminotransferase; AST, aspartate aminotransferase; HCC, hepatocellular carcinoma; SVR, sustained virologic response; VCTE, vibration-controlled transient elastography.
